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About This Game

A dead world's dream is a challenging retro platformer.

From your sky island's home, travel to diversified areas and progress in a non-linear way.
Energy cells  will allow to boost the portal to reach further away places, while rare species  brought back to your biologist

friend will allow to unlock capabilities.

Face the challenges with the proven die and retry method, or carefuly analyse your surroundings.

If this is just a walk in the park and fairness is not your style, try the hard mode and regret trying.

 Good luck!
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Would fap again. Just finished episode 1 and I was floored by how good it was, the art work is superb, very crazy, handpainted
and unique. The made up language was so clever and well done, I found the story intriguing and gameplay fun, tho I did have to
revert to a guide in some tough spots. There were some bits that needed work, the exits were hard to trigger for one, perhaps
some sort of note of pending actions to help keep you on track. Other than that, a stellar work and I have no idea why this is not
a paid game or that this dev is not supported. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Probably the best you can ask
for from the visual novel style of games. Great music, great writing, great voice acting, fantastic art. The recent slew of near-
troll-level people who're complaining about the format are almost comically wrong on every point they make. I understand that
visual novels are inherently not for everyone, but if you don't like visual novels you should probably look at the tags, the
screenshot or a trailer before buying the game.

. I got this game, I have not played it very much, but I do have one story for you. Gather round children.

I though, "Yeah, I've studied the Napoleonic wars, I'll be good at this game!" so I hopped on multiplayer.

At first I thought I would be good.

I lost all of my Cavalry and most of my Infantry within fifteen minutes. The only reason I was still alive was because of my
artillery.

Then I realized something: I was going to be Wellington. I was going to recover and route all of his infantry.

With the rest of my Line infantry, I ran, leading them into my artillery on a hill. With a combination of cannister shot and
Volleys, they were breaking. Then, his cav charged and killed most of my infantry.

But I have forgotten about three units.
Three units that I had moved into the trees at the start of the round and forgotten about.
My rifles.

I quickly moved my rifles into position. They quickly killed many of his militia, causing a route. His cav tried killing them, buy
my riflemen were not fazed. They killed almost all of the cav as they charged. When they met my brave riflemen, we lost one
man. His cav was dead by my brave riflemen.

Then, in a last ditch effort, he sent in his Grenadiers. His elite infantry against my rifles. They outnumbered them, and they
were stronger.
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But my Brave riflemen did not run. They fired on them from afar, then, without giving the grenadiers a chance to recover, the
brave riflemen, who were full with energy, charged against the tired, wavering grenadiers.

My brave riflemen killed all of the Grenadiers.

The brave riflemen, the last men on the battlefield, the only men to have not routed or died, had won the battle.

Heroic Victory.

10/10, would forget about riflemen then say ♥♥♥♥ it and charge again.
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I have no words for this game other than awe and full.

1/10. wow, such trade, 2piracy, become the doge. You get what you paid for, 1K achievements at minimum price. If
you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly
recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing
achievements.. The game has too many problems for me to recommend it. My disappointment with the game is made worse by
how much better (or at least on point for the genre) one of the previous installments was: Pixel Puzzles: Japan. To give the game
a fair chance, however, I've divided said problems into ones I consider more objective and more subjective. Judge for yourself,
how much those points matter to you.

The objective problems first: the playtime is a little on the short side (7 hours with puzzle rotation disabled), the settings do not
always work correctly (you have to disable piece rotation after every game launch; sound volume settings don't affect the dev
logo), and background colours don't offer enough contrast from the puzzle pictures (making it difficult to spot gaps missing a
puzzle piece).

As for more subjective issues: the theme of this one is not particularly interesting, plus I prefer photographs over drawings
(Japan, Birds, Space > UndeadZ, Anime, RADical ROACH; besides, with photographs it's easier to get enough detail even in
puzzles with higher piece quantity to match pieces without placing them blindly), the music, however pretty good, doesn't really
fit the gameplay pace of a jigsaw puzzle, and having one of the later puzzles in sepia robs you of some of the reference for
educated piece placement.

Still, I'll be sure to look out for the next game in the series, hoping for something more up my alley.. This game is now one of
my fav's. It is the most satisfiying destruction game ever with alot unique weapons and player generated maps, it is endless fun..
If you like mellow\/relaxing instrumentals that make you feel calm\/sad, this soundtrack will be what you're looking for.. Pretty
addicting game, one of my favorite VR games so far.. A pretty bad, rip-off game. Could have been better if this wasen't a
cashcow CS:GO clone.. The third time I launched it. It told me the save was corrupted and it deleted my profile.
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